ACROSS
1 Sound surprised when shortlist's brought in edited (7)
5 Take so long repressing iron on fine silk (7)
9 Feel embittered amid rampant confusion (5)
10 Sailor's association moved forward with standard for use at sea (5,4)
11 Noted case solved with personal testimonies (9)
12 Half of girls in review love new hair studio (5)
13 Look after fellow priest in Turkey (4)
15 Tiresome person endlessly argued and scrounged (8)
18 Unlucky number have seven deducted from score (8)
19 Crop's cut in America after fall ends (4)
22 Browse earliest of George Ezra's work (5)
24 Try describing energy diagram and finally clarify subject (9)
26 Care of ladies recklessly swallowing cocaine is unsympathetic (4,2,3)
27 Place on Kenya vacation's gone (5)
28 Constable adopts bemused tone with variable efficacy (7)
29 See red, dubious about victor's merit (7)

DOWN
1 Australian baby carrier's top grade model (6)
2 Weak drug's key in hospitals for chronic condition (3,6)
3 Keep an eye on circling river current (5)
4 Leave bright and early, beginning ahead of fair (9)
5 Attempts taking boy away from gangs (5)
6 Eat last bit of fish fin stew (6,3)
7 Mike has trouble with partner over online message (1-4)
8 Finding out when Family Guy's starting (6)
14 Fine china with intricate pelican drawn in gold (9)
16 Organise support around huge redwood, finally past its best (3,2,4)
17 Testing questions for former American politician reap storm (4,5)
20 Ghastly puce cover for horse's food container (3,3)
21 Have a go dividing tree climbing shrub (6)
23 Reportedly much to share out (5)
24 Repair rig machinery, scrubbing inside - it's filthy! (5)
25 Disreputable men used to work in the garden (5)